The error in the derivation of these parameters is very small (below 5%) since any other set of values using a three-parameter (10Dq, F 2 dd and F 4 dd ) model will give significant deviations of the calculated spectrum from the experiment.
S-6 Figure S3 : Experimental (black; top) and calculated UV/Vis spectrum used to determine the crystal field and Coulomb electron-electron interactions.
S-7 Figure S4 shows a similar approach to Figure S3 , but now for the XAS spectra. Here the relative scaling of the G Figure S4 : (a) Experimental (black) and calculated (yellow) L 2,3 XAS spectra used to determine additional exchange G pd electron-electron interactions in the core-hole excited 2p 5 3d 6 state.
Within the crystal field multiplet model, the intensely studied electronic structure of Cr
3+
in ruby helps significantly in the restriction of a number of parameters. For example, the C 3v point group parameters Dσ and Dτ of the Cr 3+ site were dictated by two aspects. First, the experimental splitting of the 4 T 2g and
states is known. Sugano and Tanabe reported splittings of ≈60 meV (500 cm −1 ) to result from the C 3 site distortion. S1 These splittings, further discussed in Figure S5 are observed in peak broadenings in both RIXS and isotropic OAS data, and cause the polarization dependence of the OAS spectra as discussed in Figure S6 . Second, the chosen C 3v symmetry splits the R-lines according to the experiment. Note here that, the 3d spin-orbit coupling parameter ζ 3d was set to 17.5 meV (≈50% of its atomic value), in-line with its value of 140 Figure S6a ) and the polarization-dependent selection rules given in the final section of the Supporting Information, it follows that this condition is met in ruby. From the actual value of the splitting being 60-100 meV S1-S3 the Dτ value is finally determined to be -0.012 eV (indicated by purple, vertical guideline in the left panel showing the light polarization-dependence of optical absorption spectra on a ruby single crystal. For reasons of clarity the original figure has been mirrored against a vertical axis.
The first two main absorption bands from the right are highlighted in gray and yellow to enhance visibility. The gray (yellow) enhanced spectrum is the one taken with the electric field component of the light perpendicular (parallel) to the C 3 axis of the crystal. The lowest energy feature is the first feature from the right, hence the
The second peak is the 4 T 1g ( 4 F) (O h ) manifold. Our calculations using the V pd hybridization Figure S5 : Energy-level diagrams used to obtain the C 3v symmetry crystal field parameters Dτ and Dσ in ruby. Scans of the state phase behavior as function of Dτ at Dσ = 0 eV (left), of Dσ at Dτ = 0 eV (middle) and of Dσ at Dτ = -0.012 eV (right) yield Dτ = -0.012 eV and Dσ = -0.057 eV. Purple lines and ellipses highlight essential parts in value determination (see upporting text). At Dσ = Dτ = 0 eV spectroscopic terms are labeled in O h symmetry, else they are labeled in C 3v symmetry. S-11 potentials as indicated in Figure S6a reproduce the dichroic data from Fairbank's experiment (inset). Both the relative intensities, plus the energy shift of the maximum of the 4 T 1g feature to higher energies in the E C 3 w.r.t. the E ⊥ C 3 case, are reproduced. Figure S6a shows simulated optical absorption spectra when individual V pd hybridization potentials for the A 1 , E' and E" symmetries are considered. The sum of these individual contributions is not exactly equal to the spectrum in Figure S6a , because of cross-terms (interferences) affecting the intensities of the contributions when simulated all together. We observe that the 4 A 2 (C 3v ), arising from the splitting of the 4 T 1g ( 4 F) (O h ) manifold, can only be reached by electric dipole transitions from the 4 A 2 (C 3v ) ground state of 3d 3 when E C 3 (see the appendix of the Supporting Information). The manifold gains intensity from the E-symmetry term of the hybridization Hamiltonian. The 4 A 1 (C 3v ) arising from the splitting of the
(O h ) manifold is never reached whatever the hybridization, because of the selection rules for electric dipole transitions. However, according to Fairbank's data, a weak transition is observed which can be attributed to further static and dynamic mixing of states enabled by the lower, but real C 3 (thus not C 3v ) point group symmetry of the Cr 3+ site in ruby.
S-12
As mentioned in the main text, the derived CFM parameter set also allows the correct calculation of low temperature (35 K) and polarized RIXS spectra. The experimental polarization dependence of the RIXS spectra taken at excitation energies f -j at low (top panel)
and room temperature (middle panel) are shown in Figure S7a . The low temperature data suffer from poor statistics, however we do not observe any significant differences between the spectra taken at low and room temperature for both polarizations. This is highlighted in Figure S7b , were the low and room temperature depolarized experimental RIXS spectra are overlaid. There is hardly any difference observed between the two data sets. This does not come as a surprise since the ground state manifold is 4 A 2 (in C 3v ) and only consists of four microstates, which further split under influence of 3d spin-orbit coupling forming two
Kramers doublets. With a spin-orbit coupling value of 17.5 meV, the splitting is ≈10 −5 eV and as a result, the first four microstates are equally populated at 35K and RT according to a Boltzmann distribution. In the bottom panel of Figure S7a the calculated polarization dependence is shown.
Concerning the polarization behavior, the experiment exhibits a significantly higher intensity of the elastic peak (at 0 eV) for the polarized spectra compared to the depolarized spectra. This behavior is well reproduced by the simulations in agreement with selectionrules (see Section 6). According to Matsubara et al., the selection rules of the 2p3d RIXS process imply that for the ground state 4 A 2g (in O h ), the allowed final state symmetries are:
, and T 2g for the polarized configuration, and T 1g plus T 2g for the depolarized light. S5 Since the final state of the elastic peak is the same as the ground state, the selection rules would predict a null intensity of the elastic line for the depolarized configuration. In the C 3v point group, the allowed final state symmetries for the polarized configuration are A 1 , A 2 , and E. For the depolarized case the allowed final state symmetry is E. This predicts that similarly to the O h case, the elastic line should have a null intensity in the depolarized case in C 3v . The polarization-dependence of the elastic line intensity is also predicted identically S-13 Figure S7 : (a) Polarized (blue) and depolarized (red) experimental RIXS data at 35 K (top) and room temperature (middle), together with calculated RIXS spectra (bottom) for excitation energies f -j . The inset in the top panel depicts the light polarization configurations.
(b) Overlay of the 35 K and room temperature experimental depolarized data.
S-14
for the C 3 point group. The experimentally observed deviation from the null intensity in the depolarized case is therefore not a result from the point group symmetry, but is claimed to be an effect of spin-orbit coupling. S5 The well-known, experimentally observed weak (strong) intensity of the elastic line intensity in depolarized (polarized) spectra can however not be only explained by considering these selection rules. Instead, in Figure S12 we proof that interference effects in the RIXS intermediate state play a crucial role in the polarization dependent behavior of the elastic line.
The d-d excitations seen as inelastic features (> 0 eV) in the RIXS spectra also show a polarization dependence. The dependence is relatively small, since according to the selection rules cited above, only transitions to A 2g and E g symmetry levels (in O h ) should present polarization dependence. Polarization dependence is also predicted in C 3v and C 3 subgroups.
The small polarization effects are evidenced in the experimental data. In the calculated spectra, differences due to polarization are relatively larger, nevertheless for almost all peaks in Figure S7 the trends in enhancement or decrease of RIXS intensities as a function of polarization are well reproduced.
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why and what to do with it Figure S8 : (a) Analysis of the spin-multiplicity of all electronic states forming the displayed Cr L 2,3 XAS spectrum. The labels d , e and j refer to the excitation energies of the RIXS spectra given in Figure In Figure S8a the simulated XAS spectrum is shown together with the spin-multiplicity analysis under it (the same as Figure 3a of the main text). In Figure 3b -3d the polarized RIXS spectra at excitation energies d , e and j are shown. In Figure 4a we explained that polarized RIXS at excitation energy j, measures a large part of the total excited 3d o-DOS.
We repeat here that this can be seen from the high degree of overlap between the blue, calculated RIXS line at j and the calculated, orange 3d o-DOS curve in the top of panel Figure S9 : Calculated depolarized (left) and polarized (right) RIXS spectra with (red/blue) and without (yellow) Kramers-Heizenberg interference, summed over the full L 3 (top) or L 2 (bottom) XAS edge. The calculated, excited-state 3d o-DOS is given by a black solid line in all panels. The spectra are normalized in a way not to exceed the o-DOS curve, as to compare the relative intensity profiles of the RIXS spectra to that of the o-DOS. Green circles refer to regions of interest as discussed in the text. Figure S8 the comparison between the 3d o-DOS and RIXS spectra was only S-17 shown for three energies, Figure S9 shows comparisons between the 3d o-DOS and RIXS calculated spectra summed over the full L 3 (E=573-583 eV) or L 2 (E=583-593 eV) XAS edge. Note that it is now the black curve that represents the 3d o-DOS of the system, while the orange curve gives the RIXS calculations without interference effects in the RIXS process.
While in
This means that the calculations without interference do not follow the Kramers-Heisenberg formula that formally describes RIXS, but instead treat the X-ray absorption and subsequent X-ray emission steps as two separate processes that do not interfere with each other (which is not the case in RIXS). The comparison between the RIXS calculations with and without interference effects, teaches which part of the 3d o-DOS in RIXS spectra is not visible as a result of the RIXS interference. The top, left panel of Figure S9 shows that the relative intensities of the inelastic features of depolarized RIXS spectra, summed over the XAS L Koster-Cronig Auger decay channels that might affect the RIXS spectral shape, and which are not accounted for in most calculations. Figure S9 and the above arguments, are the S-18 reason that one can measure and understand most of the 3d-states at an (or close to an) excitation energy in the inter L-edge region, such as energy j in our study. Figure S10 : Calculated depolarized (left) and polarized (right) RIXS spectra with (red/blue) and without (yellow) KH interference, summed over the full L 3 (top) or L 2 (bottom) XAS edge. The calculated, excited-state 3d o-DOS is given by a black solid line in all panels. The spectra/o-DOS are normalized to unity, as to highlight the relative intensity profile of the elastic line compared to the inelastic features of the RIXS spectra under the different circumstances. Green circles refer to regions of interest as discussed in the text. Figure S10 contains the same calculations as Figure S9 , but the RIXS spectra are now scaled to unity to accentuate the relative intensities of the elastic RIXS feature (at 0 eV) versus the inelastic features (>0 eV). The top, left panel shows that the overall relative intensity ratio between the elastic and inelastic RIXS features is hardly influenced by interference S-19 effects in the depolarized spectra summed over the L 3 XAS edge. The top, right panel reveals that for the polarized RIXS spectra, summed over the same energy range, this behavior is very different: the intensity of the inelastic features becomes significantly smaller compared to the elastic peak when interference effects are included. For the depolarized (bottom, left panel) and polarized (bottom, right panel) spectra summed over the L 2 XAS edge the results are identical. Hence, the well-known, typical elastic peak intensity behavior as a function of linear polarization (depolarized small/equal intensity compared to inelastic features; polarized large intensity compared to inelastic features) is in fact not a selection rule-only effect as previously suggested, S5 but a combined selection rule plus RIXS interference effect.
Figure S11: (a) Simulated evolution of the Cr 3+ 3d o-DOS upon removal of the two axial ligands of a perfect octahedral, six-fold coordinated ion. An ionic representation of the change is given to the right. (b) 3d orbital decomposition of each 3d o-DOS state for the case of a Cr 3+ ion in perfect octahedral symmetry (top; position in (a) indicated with a blue asterisk) and at the point at which the axial ligand to metal bonds are considered to be broken (bottom; position in (a) indicated with a green asterisk). Figure S11a shows the evolution of the 3d o-DOS of a Cr 3+ ion, surrounded by six octahedral ligands, during the removal of the two axial ligands (drawn to the right). The intensity profiles change significantly as a result of the changing ligand geometry and this S-20 behavior will be largely measurable as shown in Figure 4a of the main text. Naturally this requires RIXS measurements on the time-scale of the chemical transformation, which should be possible with the femtosecond resolution available at the X-ray free electron lasers (e.g.
European XFEL, SwissFEL, LCLS, etcetera). Figure S11b shows the contributions from the individual 3d orbitals to each 3d state. The color representations are cumulative (as in the main text) and the top panel shows the 3d o-DOS of the perfect Cr 3+ -O 6 octahedron, while the bottom 3d o-DOS is the one where the two axial ligands are formally dissociated from the metal ion (D 4h point group). Note: in Figure 4b of the main text the crystal field of the tetrahedron was chosen to be -4/9*10Dq, with 10Dq being 2.24 eV for the O h case. The crystal field of the square plane was chosen such that in a one-electron description 3d xz/yz , 3d z 2 , 3d xy and 3d x 2 −y 2 orbitals have their energies at -5.1Dq,-4.3Dq, 2.3Dq and 12.3Dq, respectively (10Dq = 2.24 eV, Ds = 0.77 eV and Dt = 0.13 eV). The condition, in a oneelectron description, at which axial ligand splitting from an octahedron (see Figure S11 ) is met is when the 3d z 2 and 3d xy orbitals have degenerate energies (10Dq = 2.24 eV and Ds = 0.56 eV).
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the RIXS relative intensity profiles Figure S12 : Effect of the FWHM of the incoming beam on the relative peak intensities of two randomly selected depolarized RIXS spectra, f in (a) and j in (b). The modifications are a result of weighting in spectra at all excitation energies around the selected energy, following a Gaussian distribution with the indicated FWHM. The gray areas under the black solid lines highlight the case of an infinitely sharp incoming beam (FWHM is 0 eV). The legend in (a) applies equally to (b). Figure S12 shows the effect of the energy width of the incident beam on the intensities of the RIXS spectra. Simulations for depolarized RIXS spectra are shown, but the result is identical for the polarized case. RIXS spectra at two energies are given as examples.
The simulations assume an incoming X-ray beam with a Gaussian energy distribution which excite at several excitation energies simultaneously as a result of the energy distribution.
All excited states are summed according to the weight of the Gaussian at each energy. 
S-24 selection rules
In this part, we discuss the polarization dependence of 2p3d RIXS transition intensities for Cr 3+ following the derivation made by Matsubara et al. S5 and compare them to optical absorption. Dichroism is a property of the space group of the crystal S8,S9 and not of the point group of the absorbing site. However, because the main axis of the trigonal point group of the Cr impurity in ruby is collinear to the main axis of the trigonal space group of the corundum hexagonal cell, we will describe the derivation using the irreducible representation of the point group of the Cr site used for the CFM calculations. The derivation of the selection rules results from the determination of the conditions on the initial and final states of a transition, for which the transition matrix element (the square root of the intensity) is non-zero. According to the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the transitions matrix element between |αΓγ and |α Γ γ is proportional to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient:
where Γ, Γ are irreducible representations from the group; γ, γ are the basis of the group; and α, α are quantum numbers. T (k) q is the q-th component of the spherical tensor operator T (k) of rank k. Here T is the electric dipole transition operator. We first recall the selection rules in O h point group and then provide the derivation of the selection rules in C 3v and C 3 point groups to discuss to what extent the selection rules are affected by the choice of the point group for the crystal field of Cr 3+ in corundum. The branching between the irreducible representations is given in Table S2 . This corresponds to the case of a single crystal sample. Then we consider the case of an isotropic sample i.e. a powder as studied in this work. We first neglect the spin-orbit interaction. We will discuss its effect and the S-25 effect of the interferences in the intermediate state of the RIXS process in a third part. Table S2 : Light polarization (electric dipole transition operator).
Single crystal case
Following and using the same conventions as Matsubara et al., S5 we chose the (x, y, z) axes such that the incident light propagates along x and the incident polarization is in the (y, z)
plane. The emitted light propagates in the z direction and the emitted polarization, which we do not distinguish, is in the (x, y) plane. Thus y is normal to the scattering plane (x, z). With these conventions, in O h , in depolarized configuration the incident polarization is described by the z basis of the T 1u irreducible representation. In the polarized configuration, the incident polarization is described by the y basis of T 1u . Then, the emitted polarization is
